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IMPLEMENTATION  OF  THE  LEGAL  ACTS 
REQUIRED  TO  BUILD  lHE SINGLE  tu.RKET 
OOUUUNICATION  FROM  THE  COUUISSION 
TO  THE  COUNCIL  AND  THE  EUROPEAN  PARL lAMENT 1.  This Communication  forms  part  of  the continuous monitoring of  the 
Member  States'  Implementation of  legal  Instruments adopted pursuant  to 
the White  Paper.  This matter  has  already been  dealt with  In: 
the  Communication of 7th September  1989, 
the  working  doCument  of 4th December  1989,  and 
the Fifth Report  on  the  Implementation of the White  Paper  of 28th 
March  1990. 
2.  As  the  European  COUncil  noted  In  Dublin  In  June.  the number  of 
decisions so far  adopted amounts  to more  than  two  thirds of  the 
programme  set·out  In  the White  Paper.  The  Irreversibility of  the 
process of completing  the  Internal  market  has never  been  as clear  at 
It  Is  now:  the consensus within  the Community  concerning the  need  to 
create a  large  area without  Internal  frontiers  Is  accompanied  by  an 
extraordinary economic  vital tty within  Europe,  evidenced  by  the 
regular  growth  of  production,  Investment  and  job  creation. 
The  Community  has  benefited  In  recent  years  from  the general  economic 
recovery of  Its main  trading partners.  The  uncertainties born of 
recent  of 1-suppty problems  create  the  risk of  an  across-the-board 
Increase  In  prices.  It  Is ·vital  In  this  context  that  the  momentum 
which  has  been  achieved  In  the  process of  Integrating markets  and 
a! lgnlng  economic  policies be  kept  up  so that  the  economic  advantages 
already shown  to exist  by  the  gradual  completion of  the  Internal 
market  can  be  preserved.  This,  for  the Community,  Is  the  first 
response  which  should be  given  to  the  current  threats  to economic 
growth: 
3.  tt  Is  In  order  to  keep  up  this  momentum  that  the  Commission  has 
regularly  provided  Information  on  the current  state of  play  as  regards 
!mptementatlon of  the  White  Paper  on  the  completion of  the  Internal 
market  In  the  form  of  annual  reports  pub! !shed since  1986  and  the 
first  of  two  Interim reports  It  rs  required  to  produce  under  Article 
8b  of  the Treaty.  In  1989,  the  Commission  extended  the  scope  of  these 
reports  to  Include  the  question of  progress  within  the  Member  States 
In  Implementing  the  measures  adopted  as  part  of  the  1992  programme; 
faced  w!th  an  accelerating rate of  decisions entering  Into  force,  the 
Commission  has  undertaken  to  e~amlne such  progress  twice  a  year.  This 
year,  It  publ lshed  Its fifth  Report  on  the  Implementation of  the  White 
Paper,1  which  also deals  with  the  Implementation of  measures  by  the 
Member  States  themselves.  The  present  report  Is  Intended  to  update 
Information  regarding  the  latter  point. 
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4.  Transparency about  the progress of  Implementation  has  led  the Member 
States to become  more  aware  of  the need  to meet  their obligations.  It 
Is  beyond  doubt  that  the situation has  considerably  Improved  since 
September  1989,  despite  the entry  Into  force  since  that  date of  32  new 
legal  Instruments. 
Of  the  107  measures  In  force  and  requiring  transposition,  a  further 
two  can be  added  to the  list of  18  which  had  been  transposed  In  al 1 
the Member  States by  March  of  this year.  The  most  marked  change  to 
the situation since the  last  report  has· occurred  In  Portugal, 
particularly  In  the area of plant  and  animal  health  legislation,  the 
basic texts of which  have  now  been  transposed,  thereby  making  way  for 
the rapid adoption of  Implementing measures. 
The  current situation therefore shows  a  definite  Improvement  compared 
with  the number  of measures which  were  In  force  In  September  1989, 
when  barely  31%  of  transposing  legislation had  been notified.  As  the 
table  In  Annex  IV  Indicates,  the  rate of  transposition  has  Increased 
continuously since September  1989;  however,  as  a  result of  the 
Increase  In  the  number  of  acts  In  force,  the  rate of  transposition, 
which  now  stands at more  than  60  %,  has  fallen  sl lghtly  since  March 
1990.  But,  although most  of  the  sl lppage  from  schedule  has  been  made 
up  for  by  most  Member  States,  the  amount  of  sl lppage  which  exists with 
regard  to  legislation which  has  fallen  due  for  Implementation  since 
that  time  Is considerable,  thus  confirming  the difficulty which  most 
Member  States are experiencing  In  keeping  up  at  the  transposition 
stage with  the  rate at  which  the  decision-making  process  Is  running  . 
The  same  phenomenon  can  be  observed  as  regards  Court  judgments ·not  yet 
compl led  with;  their  number  has  Increased  from  44  to  36  In  the  area 
of  the  Internal  market;  8  judgments  have  been  Implemented  since 
March  of  this year.  This  positive  development  of  a  situation which 
had  remained  stationary  for  more  than  a  year  marks  a  change  In  trend; 
five  Member  States are  concerned,  Including  Italy,  which  accounts  for 
more  than  half  of  the  delays  registered. 
5.  The  delays  are  due  above  all  to  the  administrative  organization of  the 
Member  States concerned and  not  to  any  lack  of  wl  1 I  on  their  part.  In 
this respect,  an  analysis of  the  votes  cast  within  the  Councl 1  on 
those  proposals  approved  by  qual I fled maJority since  July  1987  (I .e. 
when  the  Single  Act  entered  Into  force)  shows  that  there  Is  no 
relation between  the  position  taken within  the  Councl I  and  delays  In 
transposition. 
The  most  worrying  aspect  Is  the  fact  that  delays  are  concentrated  In 
the  same  Member  States,  often  because  they  have  not  yet  been  able  to 
establish an  efficient  administrative organization or  procedure. 
However,  although  the situation regarding  the  Implementation of 
Community  taw  remains  disappointing,  It  Is stl l I  the  case  that  a 
greater  awareness of  that  situation has  emerged. - 3  -
The  European  Council  Itself. meeting  In  Dublin,  stressed the  paramount 
lmportanc~ of  Implementing  Community  legislation by  the speclfled 
deadlines.  it asked  the Commission  to strengthen  Its monHcrlng 
procedures  In  this regard.  The  adaptation,  strengthening or creation 
of structures responsible for  Implementation are  the  responses  which 
the national  administrations have  given  to  the Commission's  stand. 
!taiy has gone  as far  as to make  profound and  Innovative changes  to 
Its  legislation by  establishing an  annual  ~Community Actu  Intended  to 
settle all of  Its Community  obligations:  the  Implementation of  new 
Institutional  arrangements  Introduced by  the so-called  •La  Pergola 
ActQ2  should allow the present  trend to be  reversed gradually.  as 
soon  as the  Implementing measures  have  been  taken.  Portugal  has  also 
Introduced working methods  at Government  level  which  have enabled  40 
measures  to ba  adopted since the Commission's  fifth Report. 
All  countries have  reduced the number  of delays observed  In  1989.  But 
worries still  remain  regarding  the  Implementation of  legislation 
already adopted3 or still to be  approved. 
I.  PROGRESS  IN THE  VARIOUS  AREAS  CONCERNED 
6.  Progress  In  transposing Community  law  Into national  law  Is  examined  In 
each  of  the  areas  Identified by  the  White  Paper  on  the  basis of  the 
acts notified by  the Member  States. 
This  analysis does  not  extend  to  the  removal  of  tax  frontiers  because 
the  Councl I  has  not  yet  dealt  with dossiers which  form  the  hard  core 
of  measures  vital  to  the  creation of  the single market,  and  this  for 
pol I tical  and  Institutional  reasons  which  are wei  I  known  (unanimous 
voting  Is required);  however,  progress  In  transposing  the  three 
directives already  In  force  Is satisfactory. 
(a)  THE  REMOVAL  OF  PHYSICAL  BARRIERS 
7.  Few  difficulties need  be  reported concerning measures  to  dismantle 
customs  and  tax  formalities.  This  stems  from  the  fact  that,  In  most 
cases,  directly  appl !cable regulations  have  been  adopted. 
8.  In  the  area of  plant  and  animal  health controls,  the  catching-up 
achieved  by  several  Member  States on  delays  recorded  last  year  Is 
outweighed  by  progress  In  transposing  the  directives  which  have 
entered  Into  force  this year.  Overall,  Implementing  measures  have 
been  notified  In  80%  of  cases;  shortcomings  are  present  In  particular 
In  Italy and  Greece. 
2  Act  No  86  of  9  March  1989  {Official  Gazette of  10  March 
1989). 
3  The  Member  States  wl  I I  be  called on  to  transpose.  In  ful 1  or  In  part,  33 
measures  In  1991,  22  In  1992  and  7  In  1993,  not  count lng  legislation  not 
yet  adopted. - 4 
(b)  THE  REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
9.  The  Commission  referred  In  Its Fifth Report  to  the  remarkable  progress 
which  had  been  made  tn this area,  Illustrated by  the  fact  that  80%  of 
proposals had  been  approved.  This result  Is  not  equalled,  however,  as 
regards transposition  Into national  law;  with  65%  of  national 
Implementing  legislation notified to the Commission,  this  Is  the  area 
In  which  the  largest  gap  has opened up  between  the  rate of  adoptions 
and  compliance with  the  timetables  laid down  for  Implementation. 
Delays exist  In  all areas- they are more  common  In  the areas of agrl-
foodstuffs  and  consumer  protection- and are particularly apparent  in 
Italy, Portugal. Greece  and Belgium. 
10.  Under  the new  approach  towards technical  harmonization.  two 
directives,  In particular, are  In  force. 
The  toy-safety Directive.  which  Is the test case  for  determining 
whether  this approach will  work,  has been  transposed  Into national  law 
by  only half of  the Member  States;  the main  element  of  the 
Implementation of this new  approach  Is the designation of 
certification bodies,  accompanied  by  the drawing  up  of  European 
standards by  the standardization  Institutes. 
The  second  directive relates to pressure vessels.  This entered  Into 
force  on  1  July  1990,  but  has  so  far  been  transposed only  by  France 
and  Belgium. 
If  this negative attitude were  also to be  displayed  In  the  case of  the 
other  directives  (electromagnetic compatlbl llty,  safety of  machinery, 
personal  protective devices,  gas appliances,  Implantable electro-
medical  devices,  lifting machinery  and  non-automatic  weighing 
machines),  the  impetus  which  the  ~new approach"  has  given  to  the 
decision-making process would  be  jeopardized by  the  Individual 
behaviour  of  the  Member  States.  The  approach's  very  credlbl I lty  and 
the  success of  future  work  would  thus  be  cal led  Into question; 
consequently  the  Commission,  quite  apart  from  Initiating  Infringement 
proceedings  for  fa I lure  to notify national  measures,  Is monitoring 
progress  In  Implementing  these  directives at meetings  of  senior 
standardization officials. 
11.  In  contrast,  In  areas  covered  by  measures  relating  to  the 
harmonisation of  laws  (the  •otd approach·),  transposition  Is 
proceeding satisfactorily.  This  Is mainly  due  to  the  fact  that  the 
traditional  approach  dovetails more  readily with  the  national  systems, 
whereas  the  •new  approach• often clashes with  them. 
The  only  shadow  Is cast  by  the  new  provisions concerning  foodstuffs, 
where  transposition  Is  badly off-schedule  In  most  Member  states (less 
than  half  of  the  required measures  having  been  adopted).  By  far  the 
best  situation  Is  to  be  found  In  the area of  pharmaceutical  products 
(where  92%  of  transposition measures  have  been  taken).  The  situation 
In  the  remaining  areas  (motor  vehicles, .tractors,  chemical  products 
and  new  technologies)  Is satisfactory. - 5-
12.  The  area of  public  procur~nt has been a  majcr  priority  for  the 
Coowunl ty  since  the  launch of  the  1992  prograrwne.  ThIs  fz1ct  has  found 
expression  In  a  number  of maJor  pieces of  legt~latlon,  such as  the  two 
directives now  In  force which  redefine  the  c,:>ndltlons  governlng  the 
~ward of pub I lc  supply and  works  contracts. 
It  must  be  said that  the degree of  priority of  this  legislation  Is  not 
reflected at  the  transposition stage.  The  fact  !s  that  whll6  the  now 
directive on  supply contracts has  been  transposed  In  alI  the  Membc: 
States except  Italy and  the Netherlands,  the  aworks•  directive has 
still to be  transposed by  four Member  States (Italy,  Luxembourg, 
Notherlands  and  United Klngdom)4.  This situation  Is worrying,  not 
only  for  legal  reasons.  but also when  It com::Js  to ensur lng  oa  balan..:..;ci 
&mplementaHon  of  these directives within the Community.  Such  a 
balance  Is essential  If government  departments  and  firms  a(o  to comply 
with  the  rules  laid down  by  the Council. 
Tho  COmmission  Is closely sonltorlng how  this situation develops.  both 
through  Its contacts with  the Member  States and  through  the  advisory 
committees  at  Its service. 
13.  The  four  directives  In  force  concerning  the  free  movement  of self-
employed  wor~ers have  been  transposed  In  65%  of  cases,  but  only  the 
directive concerning specific  training  In  general  medical  practice  Is 
applIcable  In  alI  Member  States,  except  Italy. 
14.  As  regards  financial  services,  the situation  Is  very  bad  In  the 
Insurance sector.  less  than  20%  of  the  legislation necessary  for  the 
transposition of  the  three directives  In  force  (legal  protection, 
credit  and  non-1 lfe)  has  been adopted.  Progress  In  lmplementlrg  the 
two  directives which  have  fallen  due  for  Implementation  In  the  areJ  of 
securities transactions  Is more  advanced:  some  70%  of  the  necessary 
measures  have  been  notified,  If  account  Is  taken  of  a  number  of 
derogatIons. 
15.  In  the  area of  transport,  although most  legislation  takes  the  form  or 
regula, ions  and  Is  therefore directly appl !cable,  some  of  It  requires 
Implementing  measures.  Even  If,  In  practice,  few  difficulties have 
been  notified  to  the  Commission,  the  requirements  of  legal  certainty 
are  not  met  because  Implementing  measures  have  not  been  adopted  In 
most  Member  States. 
16.  Setting aside  Spain,  Greece,  Ireland  and  Portugal  (where 
Implementation  has  been deferred  to  1993  for  some  transactions),  the 
liberalization of capital  movements  Is operational  In  alI  Uembe; 
States.  Directive 88/361/EEC,  which  has  replaced  alI  previous 
directives on  this matter,  was  Implemented  even  before  Its entry  Into 
force  on  1  July of  this year;  this  Illustrates  that  there  Is  no 
obstacle  to  the  Implementation of  Community  legislation- oven  In  an 
area  as  sensitive as  capital  movements- when  governments  have  tho 
wl  I I  to attain  the  objectives  they  have  set  thcmse:ves. 
4  lmp!ementatlon  date  for  Spain,  Portugal  and 
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17.  As  for  company  Ua~. Spain.  Greece,  Italy and  luxembourg still have  to 
transpose the Regulation on  the European  Economic  Interest Grouping 
Into national  law more  than  a  year after  Its entry  Into force.  The 
consequences of  these delays are  limited since companies  can always 
create an  EEiG  In  any  Member  States  In  which  the  national  legal 
framework  has  been  adapted. 
I I •  NON-C:OUPLI ANCE  WITH  THE  JUDGMENTS  OF  THE  CQURT  OF  JUSTICE 
18.  In monitoring  the  Implementation of  the single market  programme, 
particular attention must  be paid to cases of non-compliance with  the 
Judgments of  the COUrt  of Justice.  Fulfilment of  the obligations 
stemming  from  the Court's decls.lons  Is  Important  In  the  run-up  to  1992 
Inasmuch  as a  large number  of proceedings  for  Infringement  of 
Article  171  of  the Treaty concern the· Internal  market,  being cases of 
breaches of  the Treaty•s rules on  the  functioning of  the single market 
or of  secondary  legislation governing  the  free  movement  of persons, 
goods,  services and capital. 
tn  Its  1989  communication,  the Commission  drew  attention to  the  dozens 
of  proceedings  pending.  This  concern  was  again  voiced  In  the  Fifth 
Report,  given  the  lack  of  progress  In  this respect.  The  situation has 
since  Improved,  however,  the  number  of  cases awaiting decision  having 
fat len  from  44  to 36.  Although  some  new  actions  have  been  brought  In 
recent  weeks,  a  larger  number  have  been  settled. 
Ill.  PROGRESS  WITH  THE  WORK  IN  HAND 
19.  In  Its 1989  communication,  the  Commission,  after  pointing  to  the 
serious  problems  encountered  In  the  transposition sphere,  out I lned 
certain  responses  to those  problems.  The  Councl I  Itself  followed  up 
the  communication  with  the  findings  of  Its meeting on  Internal  market 
Issues of  21-22  December  of  that  year. 
The  responses  proposed  by  the  Commission  concerned: 
action  In  relation  to  the  transparency of  national  transposition 
measures  and  codification; 
the strengthening of  Infringement  procedures; 
generalization of  the practice of  holding  global  meetings  with  each 
Member  State  to discuss  the  stage  reached  In  the  transposition 
process; 
development  of  administrative cooperation between  the 
Member  States. 
20.  With  regard  to  transparency,  the  results  achieved  so  far  are  highly 
satisfactory,  for  regular  monitoring of  the  stage  reached  In  the 
Implementation  of  measures  has  shed  I lght  on  the  position of  each 
Member  State both  In  relation  to  the  provisions  In  force  and  In 
relation  to  the other  Member  States. - 7  -
With  the  full  6Upport  of  the Council,  the Commission  has proceeded 
with  the periodic dissemination of  Information and  developej  the 
INFO  92 database,  which  Is  accessible  to the public and  to whose 
content  there have  been  added  references  to national  Implementing 
measures.  The  Interest shown  In  this source of  Information  ~~clearly 
Illustrated by  the  1,250 contracts concluded  so  !"r  t~lth us.;;;s. 
21.  The  codification of Community  law  Is  a  further  aspect of  tr~n$parency. 
It  is necessltatod by  the wealth of  leglslatiWI measures  adopt.:>J  by 
t.~~  various authorities  (European,  national,  rGglonal  or  st~tw,  ~tc.) 
e!wohted  in  the  lmplementat lon  process:  the consolldat lor.  .:>f  a  set of 
~nstruments Into a  single  Instrument  facilitates knowledge.  an~ hence 
appUce:Uon,  of  the provisions  relat lng  thereto.  ThIs  Is  a  !m'lgthy 
and  dlffDcuit task  In which  the COmmunity  has  b~6n engaged  for  some 
time,  with results which,  though  encouraging.  are  limited to certain 
areas owing  to  the complexity of  the work  and  tho  lack of  adequJte 
funding. 
The  exercise has already been  brought  to a  successful  close  In  the 
case of  the Seventh  VAT  Directive,  cosmetics  and  the  labelling of 
foodstuffs,  and  work  Is  proceeding  In  the spheres of  publ lc 
procurement  and  tractors.  Thls  codification work  ls being  carried out 
mainly at  the  Instigation of  Pari lament. 
22.  The  Commission  has  taken  steps  to speed up  Its own  decision-making 
processes,  with  the  Intention of  Initiating  Infringement  proceedings 
for  failure  to notify national  Implementing  measures  a~ soon  as  the 
time  I lmlt  expires.  This  concerns  Community  law  as  a  whole  and  not 
just  the  White  Paper.  The  Commission  Is  aware,  however,  of  the 
I Imitations of  the  proceedings  In  question should  those  bearing 
pol It leal  responsibility  at  national  level  not  assume  their own 
responsibilities. 
If  the  Commission  were  not  mindful  of  this,  the  speeding-up of 
Infringement  proceedings would  only  lead  to  an  Increase  ln  the  number 
of  unenforced  judgments.  Such  Is  not  the  aim.  The  aim  Is,  rather,  to 
create  an  additional  means  of  applying  pressure on  the  departments 
responsible,  within national  administrations,  for  drafting and 
adopting  Implementing  measures. 
23.  Failure  to  transpose  Is  often  due  to  a  lack  of  coordination wlthln 
Member  States between  negotiators  and  those  who  are  cal led  upon  to 
ensure  Implementation.  Only  one  Member  State has  so  far  seen flt  to 
draw  the  attention of  the officials responsible  for  preparing  the 
ground  for  the  Implementation of  Community  legal  Instruments  to  the 
advlsabll lty of  setting  the necessary  procedures  In  motion as soon  as 
the  negotiations  begln.S 
5  Cf.  the circular  Issued  by  Mr  Rocard,  the  French 
Pr lme  Minister.  on  25  Janttary  1990. - 8  -
The  Commission  has  therefore  recommended  the holding,  within the 
working parties and  committees  operating  In  the various fields, 
composed  as  they  aro as a  rule of  national  officials and  experts, of  a 
dlscusslon on  the stage  reached  In  the  Implementation of  the measures 
within  their  sphere of competence.  The  recommendation  has been 
followed  so  far  In  the f!eids of  standardization and  pharmaceuticals. 
This  procedure  should be  rendered  systematic,  such  bodies being useful 
also as  a  mGans  of  solving any  problems of  Interpretation and of 
issuing  reminders of  future  dead I lnes. 
24.  These general  problems of  transposition  Justify  the position  taken by 
the COmmission  with  regard to package meetings,  which  are aimed at 
starting a  dialogue  In  this connection.  and with  regard to 
administrative eooperatlon. which  ensures consistency of 
administration. 
25.  The  practice of  holding global  meetings.  known  as  "package meetings•, 
with each Member  state to review developments  In  a  number  of areas  has 
proved a  notable success when  It comes  to dealing with  Infringements 
of Article 30  of  the  Treaty and  transposing Community  legislation  In 
Spain  and  Portugal. 
The  scope of  the  experiment  has  been  widened,  In  those  two  countries, 
to  Include monitoring of  the  Implementation of  alI  the  measures set 
out  In  the  White  Paper.  This  has  led  to progress  being made  In 
respect  of  a  good  many  matters outstanding and  to  an  Improvement  In 
Internal  procedures  In  both  Member  States.  Whereas  by  last  September 
Spain  had  transposed 51.7%  of  the  provisions  then  In  force,  It  has 
notified 75%  of  the  Implementing  measures  relating  to at I  the  acts 
currently  In  force.  Portugal  has  also  Improved  Its performance with  a 
rise within  a  year  from  34.4%  to 81,6%,  In  the  number  of 
transpositions notified.  Yet,  over  the  same  period,  the  two  countries 
had  to discharge  their  obligation  to  transpose  the  Community 
legislation predating  their  accession. 
The  opening of  a  dialogue  between  the  national  authorities  responsible 
for  transposition and  the  Commlsslon·s  departments,  and  the  drawing-up 
of  a  work  schedule  at  national  level,  are other  positive effects of 
this  Initiative.  It  Is  an  Instrument  that  has  proven  Its worth  and  It 
should  be  appl led  to  alI  those  Member  States which  currently  are  the 
source of  a  worrying  number  of  delays  and  Infringements.  The 
Commission  proposes  to hold  such  meetings  In  the  course of  the  next 
few  months. 
26.  Administrative cooperation  Is  an  essential  component  of  mutual  trust 
as  It  makes  It  possible  to exchange  experience  and  Information on  a 
regular  basis,  thereby ensuring  the  consistent  Implementation of 
Community  law. - 9  -
The  numerous  meetings of experts organized by  the commission  have  long 
constituted the basic  Instrument of  such cooperation.  This  instrument 
Is no  longer  sufficient owing  to the burden of  administering  the 
measures  In  force  and  the  volume  of  lnformatlon.to be  exchanged.  The 
Commission  now  wishes,  therefore,  to develop exchanges of officials 
and  the setting-up of  Information networks. 
27.  The  Commission's  departments  are  Introducing  a  programme  of  exchanges 
of officials between  national  administrations,  first  and  foremost  In 
certain key  areas of  the White  Paper.  namely  certification,  public 
procurement,  diplomas  and  pharmaceutical  products. 
The  management  of  this exercise will  be  coordinated by  the European 
Institute of Public Administration  In Maastricht,  half  the  finance 
being provided by  the Community  and  the other  half by  the 
Member  States concerned. 
In  view of  the particularly favourable  reception given  to  It  by  the 
Member  States,  the programme  will  make  It possible,  for  the  first 
time,  to train some  100 national officials a  year  In  key  areas  In 
relation to  the  free  movement  of  persons,  goods  and  services.  A pilot 
scheme  wl  II  be  started up  this year.  This general  Initiative comes 
on  top of  the  MATTHAEUS  programme,  which  was  launched  In  1989 and 
concerns  the  customs authorities,  and  specific  Initiatives which  are 
being prepared  In  the  fields of  animal  health controls and  food 
Inspection. 
28.  The  functioning of  the  Internal  market  Is  conditional  on  the existence 
of  adequate,  appropriate  Infrastructures.  The  Commission  Is  therefore 
drawing  up  a  work  programme  aimed  at  the  Introduction of 
trans-European networks  In  the spheres of  transport, 
telecommunications,  energy  and  training,  which  wl  I I  be  Interoperable 
at  Community  level.  This global  approach  has  been  sanctioned by  the 
European  Councl Is of  Strasbourg and  Oubl In  and  by  the  Councl I 
Resolution of  22  January  1990. 
Networks  for  the  transmission of  data  between  adw.lnlstratlons  fit  Into 
this  framework.  It  Is  paradoxical  that,  at  a  time  when  undertakings 
are  Introducing  networ~s.  national  authorities possessing such  service 
Infrastructures are  the  exception  rather  than  the  rule.  The  following 
needs  are  now  being  felt: 
-the abo! It ion  of  frontier  formalities  In  respect  of  Individuals 
cal Is  for  an  Information  system  common  to  the  various  pol Ice  forces 
along  the  I lnes of  the Schengen  Information  System  {SIS)  provided  for 
under  the  Schengen  Agreement; 
- Implementation of  the  provisions reorganizing  animal  health  controls 
by  abol lshlng  them  for  the  most  part6 also cal Is  for  a  network  of 
Information exchanges  between  national  veterinary authorities; 
6  orrcctlve 89/662/EEC  (OJ  L 395,  30.12.1989). - 10-
- removal  of  tax  frontiers due  to  tho existing VAT  and  oxclse duty 
arrangements  Involves  the development  of effective means  of mohitortng 
Intra-community  transactions  In  order  to ensure  the  proper collect I on 
of  taxes. 
Other  uses are  foreseeable  In  the  customs  sphere  and  In  the spheres of 
certification,  public procurement,  employment,  etc. 
29.  In  July  the Commission  presented  the progress  report  requested  by  the 
Councl 1.7  Work  Is continuing on  drawing  up,  by  the end of  the year. 
a  work  programme  accompanied  by concrete proposals.  The  programme 
will  take account of all  the opportunities afforded by  the projects 
that are under  way,  so as to deal  comprehensively with  the networks 
from  the angle of administrative cooperation  In  applying the single 
market  rules.· · 
7  MTowards  trans-European networks",  COM(90)310  of  19  July  1990. GUIDE  TO  THE  ANNEXES 
1.  ANNEX  I  shows  the  implementation situation of all 
White  Paper measures which  have  entered  into  force 
together with  those measures due  to enter into force 
by  the  end of  1990. 
2.  Only  those measures  in force at the date of 
publication of this Communication  and  for which the 
Member  States have  communicated the national measures 
taken are counted in the implementation assessment. 
This does  not  include those directives which  do  not 
have  a  legal  requirement e.g.  those in the 
agricultural domain  which  make  provision  for plans 
to eradicate diseases. 
3.  The  implementation situation is indicated  for all 
measures  requiring national  implementing  measures 
whatever the  legal status of  these measures. 
However,  only  those  measures  for  which  implementation 
is legally required  (regulations,  directives, 
decisions)  are  included  in the assessment. 
4.  Item  I  above  (implementing measures  notified)  does 
not  imply  examination of conformity  by  the 
Commission's  services.  Therefore,  the communication 
of national measures  in the context of the 
implementation of the White  Paper  on  the 
completion  of the  internal market  does  not  exempt 
Member  States  from  their obligation to  formally  notify 
the  Commission  in accordance with the usual 
procedures. 
5.  Partial  implementation  of measures,  which  has  taken 
place  in several cases,  does  not satisfy legal 
requirements  and  is considered as  non-implementation; 
whilst emphasising  the obligation to 
complete  implementing  measures,  the Commission 
recognises  the work already carried out  by  Member 
States and  this is taken account of  in the 
11Remarks 11  column. 
6.  ANNEX  II contains  a  list of  Court of Justice decisions 
which  have  not yet  been  implemented  by  the  Member 
States and  for which  the Article  171  infringement 
procedure has  been set in train;  this list only 
applies to internal market measures. 
7.  ANNEX  III gives  a  graphical  presentation of the 
situation on  a  Member  State by  Member  State basis; 
account  is taken of  derogations  accorded  to certain 
Member  States for certain measures. ANNEX  I 
25/9/90 
WHITE  PAPER  ON  THE  COMPLETION  OF  THE  INTERNAL  MARKET 
LIST  OF  DIRECTIVES/REGULATIONS/DECISIONS  AND  RECOMMENDATIONS 
CONTAINED  IN  THE  WHITE  PAPER  PROGRAMME 
WHICH  ARE  ALREADY  IN  FORCE  OR  DUE  TO  ENTER  INTO  FORCE  BY  31/12/1990 
N. B.:  I 
NI 
D 
IR 
so 
=  Implementing measures  notified  =  Not  incorporated into national  law  = Derogation  from  implementation date  =  Infringement procedure under way  =  Not  applicable Page 
E~sure____  lmpl.  date Ill 
····----~  - .I  ~-8CE.l~~-~~l~~~  NL I  P  _[uK I  Remarks  j 
[  Measure 
REMOVAL  Of  PHYSICAL  BARRIERS 
Control  of  goods 
Various  controls 
r- -----·  --. 
REG  1674/87 
Transit  procedure simplification· 
REG  1797/86 
Customs  presentation charges  (abolition) 
REG  1900/85 
SAO 
'"'"'·  ";~~r~ 1  o~--~Ej~_I~~~T~~]_'_'~i'~J Nl J  "-1"~~-....l.I_R_- __  rk_s _______  ~ ____  ._J 
1!01/llll  Jll Hlll I  I  I  ''"""  ·~""bl'  • •  ·-u~ 
1/01/88  l_U  1  m  1  1  1  1  ···K" ..  ~""bl.  u  1 
--------- 11---r-- r -- 1~  rKtl;  ·~· .;.=- --··- 1 
I::;·~""  =  I  I  I  I  II I  I  I  I  I  I"~"·~··"...  I 
REG 
TIR 
3690/86  1!07/87-~-nm-rrr  1  1  1  1  ...  K<tpw>koo..  1 
REG  4060/89  1/07/90  directly applicable 
1
--·- rrr  :~~:~.·· ·~""'"''"'~ ..  '"M~'"~'""~  L  I  I  I  I  I  _I I  I  I  I 
REG  4283/88 
Banal i sat ion 
1!07!6?  IJ]J_I_ ITIU11  di•K«y ~"'®>•  I Page  2 
E~.s:;re  l~l.  _dat~I~J~o I  DK I  E  I  F  ~~~]  IRLEJ  NL I  P  I  UK I  R-rks  I 
""""'  ,,;;;;o  I  . i -ITTT I rT l-IT I  di<K<Iy ,,,.,.,,  I 
:::••;:,;~;;u<ooOO<i<l~ of  100,-o< <-""""'  <o  LJJ  __ ul_LLI  - . 
D!R  85/347  1/10/!!5  I  I  I  l  I  l  I  l  l  I  I  I  - -- I  TTTru---JJ- I  .  I  ::::::/::: 1 :;:~ .,,.,;,,, ;, fool  '""" ,, ,_,,;,,  f  .  I  • I I 
REMOVAL  OF  PHYSICAL  BARRIERS 
Control  of  goods  · 
Veterinary  and  phytosanitary controls 
[  Heasure  lmpl.  da~~  D  I  OK I  E  I  F  I  EL  II  I  IRlliJ NL  I  P  I  UK I  Remarks  I 
DIR  85/320  1{01/86  I  I  I  I  I 
I' 
I  I ITlT 
Swine  fever 
I 
I  ::~.:·:;~:.  ,,,& I' I  ·  1·  I' I' I  l  I' I  ·  I' 1''1' I  I 
OIR  !lS/322 
Swine  fever  ,,,~~-· ~JTIJJID  ,--r I' I  J 
IT  "" """  I' I  "'I' I' I  "  I  " 
Micr0bioligicol  controls 
Nl  Nl  I  Nl  time  for  implementation not  yet  l 
fixed  i 
_  _j 
D!R  85~324  .  --------------··  r~,-1--;;-;-ITI,  l  'IIi T~-1--;-r;;-;-l-~ Nl  l  I  Nl  t!me  for  implementation non  yet  l 
MlcroblC>log•cal  controls  I  :  ! .  ~-.  I  fixed  l 
----- ----·--~--- --------- --i -- •-- -- •-.  _.  ---•·-- L~--1.---- -----··-·-·--_,.......~ r 
~~easure 
------
DIR  85/325 
Medical  examination of  personnel 
I  DIR  85/326  l  Med1cal  examination of  personnel 
DIR  85/327 
Medical  examination of  personnel 
DlR  85/358 
Hormone  growth  promoters 
'-------·--·- - - .. 
Page  3 
--~-~pt.  dnte  r~-r~3~--r~-- !  El  r~--~~~[L-1..~.~-..1_ ~.1 uK_I  Re1narks  ·----~ 
··---
1/01/86 I I 
I 
I 
I 
---·-------~ 
"  '  '  '  '  '  _j 
1/01/86  I  I  I  I  I  I  I' I'TI' I'll  I 
1/01/86  I  I  I  I  I  I 
- ----l-- I, I  'II, I"'' I  I 
""t'?T
7T
7T1l-;-~,Tl~--, m' I  mu  ____  ] 
DIR  85/~97  .  .  ----~·;;;-;;~9 1 
;·  - 1
-I~r·;-IT7  .-[[. 
1
. 
1
. 
1 
..  ~,.·,~~~·-"·  ..  ·~ 
1 
Production and  trade  1n  milk  ____j____J____J 
DlR  85!511  1/01/87  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Control  of  foot  and  mouth  disease 
--------~----·-- ..  -- ---. --
JI'I'I'I~ITI'I'I'I'I  I 
1/01/87  DIR  85/574 
Amendment  to Directive 77/93  <plant  health) 
~I~· ,  :~~~ 'IJJII  I 
,----------------
1/07/13711 
I 
DlR  86/355 
Amendment  of  Directive 79/117  (ethylene oxide) l'c19l'  /• 
beasure  ---·  ···--- ~-;~. -dm I  a J  o  ~-~~-ry-rr  I  EL  1~  ~~~~.J·~·-rN·~-r~ T  ~~ r-Remarks  ·--·--·--~ 
DIR  86/362  30/06/Bll  I  I  I  I  I  IR  I  I  I  I  I  I-····TITI-IID  :;: ::: ,,. ,.. ,  ,,., ,  "  ""''' .... ''"""". ,.  '"'~, _  J  _  1  1  1  J 
OIR  86/363  30/06!68 
Pesticide  residues  in cereals and  foodstuffs  of  animal 
origin 
--- ·---··-·-L 
DlR  86/469  31 !12/88 
Antibiotic  residues  - control  of  residues 
DEC  86/649  16/12/86 
African  fever  in Portugal 
·-
DEC  86/650  16!12/86 
African swine  fever  in Spain 
DIR  87/153 •  31!12/87 
Fixing  of  guidelines  for  additives  used  in  animal 
foodstuffs 
I  !  I  I  I 
j_ 
-
I  I  I  I 
so  so  so  so 
so 
"[rof 
I  ,rrrJ 1''1'  I  I  --·--
I  I IID'I'I'I  I 
so "ITlll II •U<-3 
•  l"t 
~  ., I  ., I  ., I  ....  ,._ ·  I 
I' I' IJ I~J_I____-J 
.______ __  ,  __ L I  I  I  IITD I  I  I"'~"~ 'W"""'  J 
DEC  87/230 
Classical  swine  fever  and  swine  fever 
1!07!87 
DEC  87!231  31/12!87 r-I]Iill-[[  1  directly applicable 
Classical  swine  fever  and  swine  lever  I 
i  ____________  !  ___  -·---- -- ---- ____  .~___  I Page  5 
Esur~· ------------- -------~~d~  ,-~- r  ~- I  0~ I  eT--1  E~ r  1- fi;£J!l]-PJ UK I  Remarks  I 
c:::':,..,.Hoo oofm>•  of  <ho  bo•foo "'d"  '"""' -;-1 J]JJJ  ,·r;JJ -u .  .  ,  ........ "" ~  ... _~_-_1._9_2 ___  _ 
"' """'  """"I '  I  Class~-cal  swine  fever  and  sw1ne  fever----
I  DIR  87/487  22/09/87  I  I  tiassical  swine  fever  and  swine  fever 
- -----··- r---
n· I  . 
Nl  Nl  I 
--
I  . 
I 
I' ITJJ----,----,-·  I  .  1--.--.  I -----,1 
l  '  tO~~-: "  I ·~·-~·"~  ~"-''~  I 
DIR  87/489  31/12/88  IR  I  I  .  1_1 I  . 
Classical  swine  fever  and  swine  fever 
------- I"'' I.  1·  I.  I. I  - l 
r 
I 
01 
1:: 
l_ 
87/491  1/01/88  I  I  I  I  I  'TTl' I  . I  . I  . 
I  I 
ndl1>!!nt  to Directive SD/215  :  intra-Conm.mity  trade  in 
t  products 
------- ----
DEC  87/58  22/12/86  I  I  so  I  I  so  so  so  so  so  I  so  Implementation compulsory  only for 
Eradication of  tuberculosis,  leukosis  (bovine  species>  E & P.  See  art.  3. 
'---------- -- -------------- - ------ -- L.  -- L__ 
,.,~IJ I'L 1· I'ITI' 1·  1·  1· I  J 
OIR  88!146 
Hormone  growth  promoters 
.. ------- Jm· I 1  c·  -- -- 1 
OIR68/288  1/01/1!9  I~  I  I  I  I  IR  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  Ame~nt to Directive 64/433  :  health  problems  intr.n- 1  . 
Lorrroun1ty  trade  1n  fresh  meat  _I_-·- _ Page  6 
!Measure  lmpl.  date !  -~- .I o I  OK  I  E  I  F  I  e_.]i]~~~  NL  I  P  I  UK  I  Remarks  I 
.------------------------- ··-··· 
DIR  88/289  1/01/ll? 
Amendment  to Dir.  72/462  :  imports  of  bovine  animals 
swine  and  fresh  meat  from  third countries  ,;·I-·Irrr·1-~rr~ITTC __ 
.---DIR-~~3-80_  --~---,/07--,/90  i'J"TIITNI  1  Nl  liT!  NIF 
Cert1f1cat1on of  seeds  _j_____ 
Nl  Nl  1  implementation date  :  see art.  1 
I 
I 
DIR  88/407  ~-- .····--····~;90  "I'~ l'l"  I  I'  I' ··1,·~ "l"lR_1_lR-I-;;-I,  I'  I'R  I  I  Imports  of  frozen  semen  of  bov1ne  an1mals 
-·--- - _____  ___L____l._L.._____l____L.__....L..___I...__L_-'----l__J__--'---..L___-------' 
DlR  88/572  1/01/89 
Amendment  to Directive 77!93  (plant  health) 
DIR  88/658  1;07;90 
lntracommunity  trade of  meat  products  (modification of 
dir.  77/99) 
OIR  89/227  30/06/90 
Imports  of  meat  products  from  third countries 
DIR  89/366  31/03/89 
Seed  potatoes  (amendment  to Oir.  6~/403) 
I 
Nl 
IR 
I  I  1  IR  lR  I  I  I  1  IR  I 
;,ffil' J  "JTI  ~L~~  ~·H """" 
IR  I  IR  IR  I TIIlll'l  I 
t.____.__-~L___...___.____. II  I  I  I  I  1·~·-.. .,'"M ..  _,.~  I 
_I "'' I  "''ll' I  I 
OIR  89/439  1/01/90  I  I  I  I  IR  I~ 
Protective measures  concerning  entry  into Member  States 
of  organisms  harmful  to plants  and  plant  products 
-·  ---Page  7 
EP.sur·e --- lmpl.  dateJ_s  __ r  o  I  oK I  E  I  F  I  EL ]}J--;8  NL I  P  I  uK I  Remarks  I 
J 
- ~--~-·  I '  I  IT  DEC  90/217  so  I so  so  so  so  so  Nl  so 
Lan  swine  fever  in Sardegna  ·---·- .  j __ l  ------
so  so  so  so  I  :  aS year eradication plan  to 
be  subnli tted 
-
IT 
.--
DEC  90/242  so !  so  so  Nl  Nl  Nl 
Brucellosis  (sheep and  goats) 
I  • 
i 
so  so  I  so  E,  F,  EL,  I,  P  :  eradication plan 
to be  submitted 
\ 
IID Ill  I 
DEC  90/424  25/06/90  i  Veterinary  field  e~P.,nditure  I 
I 
_____ _!___  -
DIR  90/425  26{08190 
Veterinary  and  %ootcchnical  checks  in  intra·C~omunity 
trade  (live animals  & products> 
~ 
REMOVAL  OF  PHYSICAL  BARRIERS 
·  Control  of  individuals  · 
-T-
! 
I 
--I  I  I  O_III I  I  I 
1'"''-'"'~ .... '  ·~ '"· 10. I 
I  Mea;ure  Imp!.  date I  8  !  o  I  OK I  E  I  F  I  EL  I•  lm I  L  I  NL I  P  I  UK I  Remarks  - J 
DlR  88/331  1/01{89  I 
II 
1  I  I  1 
1·~to· I  . I  . 
I  I 
Small  consignments  - exemption  from  VAT  on  the  final 
importation of  goods 
----------~·--- I  .. 
,  DIR  88/663  ------- 1/10;~;  ,  I  - --,  I  , -- ,  1
-,~·r;-
1
-;-
1
-;-
1
~-
1
-,  I  I  I  :::,~:~!:" ·  •~II '~•••-"  of  •  "'"·'-"'"'  u_ 
Sixth Directive on  allowances  in  ontra·colflliUnoty  t~~:~~BS r--;--!  I  I'  I  I  I IIR  I u  I I  i I' I  I 
(Orr.  69/169)  I  I  '  I 
----------·-- _; __  L  -----· 
DIR  BB/664 Page  8 
[Measure  In~!.  d.1tC  I  B  ! 0  I  u~~~Eu I  r  ll~ II  ~~~~-~  I_NL I  p .I  UK  I. Remarks  .. - --~~~~ .  ·-.. --~ 
DlR  89/604  .  .  .  1!07/9-a-1·~ -III,  Nl  Nl  Nl  -;;-,-IT,  NILlll'  I  I  Imports  of  personal  property of  1nd1v1duals 
~  - ----
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
•  Free movement  of  good:;  · 
New  approach  in  technicill  hilrntoni zat ion  nnd 
standards 
I  Meusure  lmpl.  ~~-J.  o  I  OK  IE  I  F  I El.ll  liRE] NL I  P  I  UK I  Remarks  I 
·~1JJ~11J~J_·~-··_  -~ 
OIR  87/404 
Simple  pressure vessels 
1/07/90 
OIR  88!182  1/01!891  ' I  '  I  '  I  '  I  '  I  'fl'l'l  "'' I  '  I  I 
:~~~ITlCnt  to  Directive 83!189.  Information procedures,  l_j_J_ 
DIR  88/378 
Safety of  toys 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
Free  movement  of  goods 
Motor  vehicules 
1/01/90  I  I  lR  I 
-· 
I  I  IR  I  IR  IR  I  I  ! 
I  Measure  tmpl.  d~;~--~-~]  ·;-~  OK  I  E  I  F  ~-~~:T ~-]-r~Z[C[!LY I  UK I  Remarks  I 
DIR  87/358  1/01/90 
Type  approval  of  motor  vehicles  and  thc•r  trni lcrs 
(Modi f.  0 i r.  70/156>  J I  ·  I  ·  I  ·  I  "IT I . I . I  .  I  .  I  I Page  9 
!Measure  lmpl.  ;;~~T~'l"OJ OK  IE  IF  r·E-1.-TYJ!RLI  L  I  NL  I  p  I  UK  I  Remarks  I 
DIR  88/436- - ---------~O~l\1, I  J' I 'IT'TJ-~  -,, 
Diesel  particulates 
L__~-------~------------- - - tiT-.  ~-~rl.-1  I 
Gi1scous  em1 ss 1 ons  :  pu~scngcr c.,rs 
DIR  88/76  .  .  1/0l/llll I ' I  '  I  '  I  ;  ll  "IT'  I  I I. I I  I I  I I  l1  : par-tial  implcm~~~~~j~~-------, 
---r  n- :~:.::'~  ........ <OO"""'·"  "d'""'  '""" I  ~  ' I  '  I  ·~  "  I  ' I  '  I  ' I  ' I  ' I  ' I  I 
""""'  """ll .  I  .  I  .  I  .  I  '"IT' I  . .  I  .  I  .  I  I 
Motorcycl-e  replacement  exhaust  systems  ·  - - -
30!10/89  .I  DIR  89/297 
Motor  vehicles·  lateral  protection  L-----------------L-...~"1' I  ·  I·  I.  I. I  .  I  l 
DIR  89/458  1{01/90 
European  st~ndDrds on  limit  values  for  vehicles  below 
1400  cc 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
- Free  movement  of  goods  · 
Tractors  and  agricultural  machines 
1·  1·  1· LITIJ'll' I ·  J 
I  Measure  lmpl.  dote  r~·-l  D  I  OK I  E  I  f  I  El II  IIR~G"] NL  I  p  I  UK I  Remarks  I 
DIR  87{402 
Rollover  protection structures  .  ZS!O~:J· I  ' I  ' I  ' I  ' JID '  I  ' I  ' I  I Page  10 
Esure  lmpl.dateje  jo  joKIE  IF  IELII  IIRLIL  INLIP  luKIRemarks  I 
[[1'1'1'1'1  I 
DIR  88/297  30/10/ll9  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Modification of  framework  Directive  74/150 
----
DIR  89/173  31/12/ll9  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  ----J·TIII- I---D  J  '""'-"",;'" of Oi'.  7'!150,  ~''" "~"'''"', "'.  I  ·- I I I 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
Free movement  of  goods  • 
Food  law 
I Measure  Imp I.  date  I  B  I D  I  OK  I  E  I  F  I  EL  J I  I  JRl [i  I  NL  I  P  I  UK  I  Remarks  I 
REG  1576/89  1  5!12/ll9  Nl  N I  Nl  Nl  Nl  Nl  Nl  Nl  Nl  'l I  . 
I  I 
Spirit drinks 
DIR  85!573  1/01/87  I L 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  01.07.88  e~rcialisation des 
I 
Coffee  and  chicory extracts  produits non  conformes  a Ia 
presente dir. 
DIR  85/585  31/12/86  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  . I  . I'lL  I 
Preservatives  (modification) 
OIR  85/591  """"l' 
I , I  . I  . I  . I  . 
Sampling  and  methods  of  analysis 
----------------- [[[['  1·  1· I  I 
ITtii'I'I  I 
DIR  86/102  26/03/llll  I  Nl  I  I  I  I 
Emulsifiers  (modification) 
·--------- -· Page  11 
I  Measure  lmpl.  d~~-eJ~.J 0  I  OK I  E  I  F  I=~~  I  Nl I  P  I  UK I  Remarks  I 
I
I  I  I  ~-··1·1,  ~,  ~--,~ lilli'  -··;r-··-,  --,~-,  ,~-,-;··-·  01.05.89  ~nterdiction du  c~rce 
I 
des  produ1 ts non  con  formes  a  l a 
presente dir. 
~----------------------------~-L-~--~-L-~ 
0 l R 86!197  1/05/68 
Obligation  to  indicate  ingredients  and  alcoholic  strength 
"" ""''  "'I"" I  I  I  " I  "1 "  I  I.R .. I' 
Flavour1ngs 
I  ~  .  ~  - ITT: I  "'' I' I  ....  ,.. ,  I 
1.---~::.  .. 1,,--31/12----.--r/.ll----r-r--'"1'  1-----.-----r-,  I tiT 
1  IR  IR  IR  I  01.01.91  interdiction du  commerce 
des  produits non  conformes a le 
dir. 
rrr·,--,---,1  ·'1'1~  .. 1  ---~ 
DIR  89/107  28/06/90 I  Nl  Nl  NI  Nl  Nl  N 
Food  additives  in  foodstuffs 
L  __ 
-··-
]1 
-----···----~------ -·  -- -
DIR  89/108  10!07!90  'll  NI  Nl  Nl  Nl 
Frozen  foods 
---
--· 
I  NI  NI  Nl  Nl  UK  :  partial  implementation 
DIR  89{109 
Materials  in contact  within  foodstuffs 
10!07;90  I  Nl  Nl "'nTilll_] 
Nl  I  Nl 
DIR  89/394  14/06;90  I  I  I  IR  IR  I R  I  I R  I R  IR  l  Nl  UK  :  partial  implementation 
Fruit  juices 
- ----- ---~- --------,_  ---
DIR  89/395  20!12!90 
Labelling,  presentation and  advcrti>ing  of  foodstuffs 
for  sale  to  the ultimate consumer  J llllliiiiii  I Page  12 
IHe~~ure  lmpl.  date  I  B  I 0  I  OK  I  E  I  F  I  El  I•  I•R8 NL  I P I  UK I  Remarks  I 
DIR  89/398 
Food  for  particular nutritional  uses 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
- Free movement  of  goods  -
Pharmaceuticals  and  high-technology medicines 
'"""]~~ 
IR  IR  I  IR  IR  I~  ~I  ,. I  ,. :0 ,.  ,.  .• "' ·  ,.,. .. ,  .... ,_  ....  00 
I  Measure  ------~- ---~~~-·  __ da~e  I. B  I D _L±EI  EL  _II  ~-~~~LL  ___ J.~~]_~_j_~K__I ReJMrks  I 
~-------[l-1  I 
REC  87/176  :::::.~:::::"' ·· ,, ... ". '" .. ,  ..  ,.,. ·· .......  I I  rl-Dll I  .... ,_  .. 
1100 
"" '~"·'~  I 
DIR  87/19·  1!07!87  I  I  . I  . I  ''I' I  , 
I  I  I  I  0  I  P:  derogation until  1/1/91  - IT: 
Amendment  to Dir.  73/318  - testing of  medical  basic pharmaceutical  Oir  not 
specialities  i~lemented (JR) 
DIR  87/21  1/07/8711  I  I  D  I  D  I  I  I  I  0  I  E,  EL  & P :  derogation until  1/1/92 
Amendment  to Oir.  65/65  concerning medical  spec•al1t1es 
L......____  ------- - --~- - _/  ------ --
DIR  87/22  II 
I  I  IR  I  I 
Placing  on  the market  of  high-technology medicinal 
products  including  those derived  from  biotechnology 
L____ 
--~--------- I  - ------ ITD'I'I'I  I 
DIR  87/20  1/07;87 
Amendment  to Dir.  81/852  on  veterinary medicinal  products  DTIITo_·  lJ I  I 
,.----------------·· 
DIR  89/105  31!12/89 
Price  transparency  in  the  prices of  medicines & soc1al 
security  refunds 
!_ --' 'TTil ·  ITD'I-.  Tl  I Page  13 
Fure  lmpl.  dat~J~--I~ OK  I  E  I  F  1--=_t  II  IIRLI  L  I  NL  I  P  I  UK  I Remarks  I 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
Free  movement  of  goods 
Chemical  products 
I  Measure  lmpl.  date rs-1  0  I  OK  I  E  I  F  I  E~  II  IIRLI  L  I  NL  I  p  I  UK  I  Remarks  I 
DIR  85/467 
PCB'S  (polychlorinated biphenyls) 
30/06/86 
1"'1 · I  ·  I  ·  I'ITlJ ·  I  ·  I  ·  I  I 
I::~::~"  '"""lll ·  I  'JJ~lilJ. I.  I. I  I 
01 R 86/94· 
Non-ionic  detergents 
OIR  88/183 
Liquid  fert i.l i sers 
OIR  89/284 
Calcium,  magnesium,  sodium,  sulphur  content  of 
fertit isers 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
•  Free  movement  of  goods  · 
Construction and  construction products 
31/12/89  I 
25/03/89  I 
16/04/90  I 
·  1·  1·  1·  1· I'll' u· 1· 
I  I  I  I Jllll'l'l  I 
I  IR  IR  "I I  "''ll!  .. I  .. I  J 
I  Measure  lmpl.  date I B  }  0  I  OK  I  E  I  f  I  El  lr  lrR8  Nl I  P  I  UK  I  Remarks  I Page  14 
Fa-sure  l~l. date I  B  I  D  I  OK I  E  I  F  Iii. II  jtr~E]  Nl I  P  I  UK I  Remarks  I 
... ]TIT·  :n~l' 
DIR  87/405  25/06/89  I  I  I  B :  measures  to bc  taken by 
llallonia  Tower  cranes  :  permissible sound  levels 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
Free  movement  of  goods  -
Other  items 
I  Measure  --~----~~~;t-~ I  0  j  o~[DKJEJ-; I  El .,1  -~-~~[l-]~[;-1  UK I  Remarks  I 
DIR  86/217  30!1 1/87  I  I  I  I  I 
lyre pressure gauge 
L_____  -- -
DIR  86/594  3!12/89  I  Nl 
Household  appliances  - airborne noise 
DIR  86/662  24!1?/Bil  IR  I  I  I  I 
Hydraulic  diggers  (noise) 
-----
-~------·-- ------
I  N  I 
'll~-
REC  86/666 
_Protection of  hotels  against  fire 
------
DIR  87/357  26/06/89  I  I  IR  I  I 
Products  ~hich,  appearing  to be  other  than  they  nrc, 
endanger  the health or  safety of  consumers 
0 I R 88/314  7/06/90  IR  I  I  IR  IR 
Indication of  prices of  non-foodstuffs 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  B :  i~lemcntation not  corrplying 
with  the directive 
-------- --~ 
Nl  Nl  Nl  1"1' I  I  I  -~  ___ ] 
I 
--
N 
I  I  Nl  UK  :  national  implementation 
i  measures  to be  taken by  N.  Ireland 
I 
!  TIL 
li  l-;;;-m,  ,..,,_  ..  Hoo ~  ,_,,  .. 
I 
I '"[''[''[' I  I  I  I 
I  I 
IR I  '"I'll "  I' I  "J  l Pi'lgc  15  E-re  .  ------~  --;;-l-~  -~:~tc_j B  I  ~JYKTCT-;-1- e]-~-·-l,p:LJ-L~r~r~··J  UK I  Remarks  I 
IR  1~  r~-r~,-~;·-·~~~·J-;.r~;FT'"T'T''I  1 
_.I.__U_L  ____  _lj__Ll_j__  . 
OIR  8(!/315 
Indication of  prices of  foodstuffs 
7/06/90 
-
DIR  88!320  1/01/89  I  Nl  I  IR  I  rrrrr 
N ITI.-----.----.1'  1·  1--.--.  I --1 
I 
Good_ laboratory practices  :  non  clinical  test1ng  of 
chem1 cal s 
DIR  88!667 
cosmetics 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
·  Public  procurement  · 
31 !12/89 
.J~.  1·  1·---,----,---1  ·tiTI 
IR  IR  I  P  :  partial  implementation 
I  Measure  ---- --- lmpl.  d~-~~T~.--T~l OK  I  E  I  F  r~-L  II  IIR~]  Ill  I  p  I  UK  I  Remarks  I 
'" '""'  "" "'  l-;••u I' I'  I  ' I' I  ' " 
1  1 
"  ' 
1 
'·"  & "  .,,,,,;  '" "  """  •  I  Public  supply contrncts  (nmcnd111cnt  to Dirs  77/62  & 
80/767)  ' 
! 
-----···--~- --- ·--~ 
DIR  89/440  19!07!90 
Coordination of  procedures  for  the  awnrd  of  public  work 
contracts 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
·  Labour  and  the  professions  · 
1·  1·  I' 1· I'IT I 
Nl  0  Nl  E,  El  &  P  :  derogation until  1/3/92 
...•  -·---------
\Measure  lmpl.  dntc  I  B  I  D  I  OK  I  E  I  F  ~  lr  IIRLI  L  J  NL  I  P  I  UK  I  Remarks  I Page  16 
I  Measure  ---·----·..  lmpt.  ~~tc_! -~  I  0  ~·~~-~-~~-~  F  l  __ nJ~~~l_~~ I  UK  ,--Remarks  ... - ..............  ·--~ 
11 [I I  I  1  ...  ,_,.,,00 Ml "'"'"'  flll
-·--· 
DEC  85/368 
Comparability of  vocational  training qualifications 
--~---
<oocd; ""I  oo  of pm;,;  M'  ; o "'  II  old of  phoc~" 
DIR  85/432  1/10/871 '1' I' I' I' III"  fT I' I' I  I 
OIR  85/433  1/10/87  IR  I  I  I  I  I 
I  .. 1· l't u· I __ 
Mutual  recognition of  diplomas  in pharmacy 
- - - -------
training  CLT_ll  ·~·~W,~  ·-··~ 
DEC  85/434 
Creation  of  an  advisory  committee  on  pharmaceutical 
~--------------
~~E~~/365  ·------- L-1] I I  liiiJ I  I  I f ..  t-oolloo Ml  ·-··~ 
DIR  86/457  , 
Specific  training  in general  medical  practice 
DIR  86/653 
Independent  commercial  agents 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
Conmon  market  for  services  · 
Banks 
1/01/90 
I  I  I 
IR  I  I 
I  I 
IR  IR 
I 
IR 
I  I  I  Implementation date  :  see art.  1  ITIJ 
IT n  I  I  P  "'• '" ' "'""''"  ~~~I 'I  'I  .. 
] 
[  Heasurc  --------- ·-·---~-da:_~j  --~·-__ j_  0  I  OK  I  E  I  F  r~J-;Fll  L ]~  I  UK I  Remarks  I Page  17 
G:asue  ·-------~-~-l-;-l_o_l_  OK  I  E  I  F  r~~l!J!RE]!LJ  p  I  UK  I  Rem3rks  J 
l:':::~""  ,,,;;,IJili:_liii I  I I  J 
1-; I"' I  "' I  "' I  ' ni  I"' I"' I '  I"' I  ·~·-m<iu<c•~··~ 
REC  C 87/62 
Control  of  large  e~posures 
L_ 
~"  c 87161  l"lll'l' I"'ITI  .. 
Nl  I  implementation not  required 
Gu~rantee system- daposits  within  Co~nunity 
I  REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
.  - Conmon  mc1rkct  for  service  ...  ·  L  lnsuranca 
1 
I  Measure  lmpl. dmE! D  I  OK  I  E  I  F  I  El  II  IIRLI  L  I  NL  I  P  I UK I  Remarks  I 
OIR  87/343 
Freedom  provide  life  insurance 
DIR 
: c 
87/344 
at  ce>~;ts  insurance 
D!f~  68!351 
Non- lif~  1nsurance 
1/07/90 
1/07t90 
29/06/90 
IR  I  I  IR  IR 
"''"I'll I  '"I' I  I 
IR  Nl  IR  IR  I  I" ITI"''lll  I 
r1-----.-----r-·  11----r-----T-·J  ·J~ITIJ 
IR  IR  I  F  :  partial  implementation Page  18 
!Measure  lmpl. ~J  D  I  DK I  EE[:t}l G~  L  @P I  UK  I  Remarks  I 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
Common  market  for  services 
Transactions  in securities 
I  Mmure  lmpl.  dntc I  B T  D  I  OK I  E  I  F  r~;--11  IIR~I~I*J  p  I  UK I  Remarks  I 
DlR  85/611  1!10/89 
Transactions  in securities collective  investment 
undertakings  for  transferable secur1ties 
Dl R 88/220  1/10/89 
UC!TS  :  special  measures  concerning  certain  investments 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
- Common  market  for  services  · 
Transport 
Measure  Imp!.  date 
IR 
IR 
I  1  I  1 
I  1  1  I 
D 
D III  I 
IT 
1 
I  Nl  D 
i 
Nl  D 
1  EL  &  P  :  derogation until  1/4/92  ; 
NL:partial  implementation 
1  EL  &  P  :  derogation until  1/4/92; 
NL  :  partial  implementation 
-
Remarks 
:::,·:::::a,,, . ''""""''' '"'''  I  I  I  I  I  I ~_[____I  I  I  I''"'''' '"''''b'•  I 
REG  2342/90  11/01/90 
Air  transport:  air  fares  and  passenger  capacity  I  I  I  I  r~n  I  I  I  dlcklty • .,  ..  ,.b..  ·  I 
l____  _  ________L_i~ 
REG  2343/90  1/11/90 
Passengers  capacity,  access  for  air carriers  ~LI I  I  1  ...  ~  .. ,  ~  ..  ,~..  I Page  19 
fMcasure  ,.,~-~----;;~~~ 1.~-~  oK  -~-~]:=[~t-j" '  \ ~- ~~-~  ;.  -~· ~~  ~- Rcnmks 
I REG  3975/87  1/01;88  "  17.l ' 
Nl  Nl  Nl  ~~ 
I Applicotion  of  competition  rules  to  air  tr~nsport  I 
I 
I  l 
~~~  I' I  Art.  11.~ :_obligation to assist 
_____l____l____j__  the  CommlSSlon  serv1ces 
:~~,::~~::."'~..  ..  . _I  I  J  -1  l I  I  !TIT 
"'""'  oppll"blo -··-- J 
I REG  4056/86 
1 
Maritime  transport 
r REG  4057/86 
Maritime  transport 
I 
l_  -----. 
i  REG  4058/86 
1 
Maritime  transport 
~  ; 4059/89 
1  Ro 1d  transport  of  goods 
I 
,---
•  1 R 
----
87/601 
~s  for  5:heduled air  services 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
- Common  market  for  services  -
New  technologies  and  services 
~Pi!  sure 
1/07;87  Nl  N  I 
-·-··  -·--
.. 
1!07{90  Nl  Nl 
j 
I R I' 
31/12/87 
I 
lmpl.dJtc\~-~ 
I  Nl  Nl 
---· 
···--
-· 
I  Nl  Nl 
I  I  I 
Nl  Nl 
----
-... 
I  Art.  18.6:  obligation to assist 
the  Commission  services  m
l  I  I  I  Art.  18.~:  ~bligati~n to assist 
the  CommlSSlOn  serv1ces 
I 
I 
I  directly applicable 
i 
I 
I  - ... ·-- .  ·---·--
. _,_ 
directly applicable 
Nl  "lll'l' 
I  , 
I  I 
I  N  I 
-'--
Infringement  procedures  suspended.  /tT-l Nl  w_L  _J 
I  ~K-J~] F  ~~1'  ... i  __ IR~_[~J  .. -~L~[~]~J;:rnarks  --~ Page  20 
[Measure  lmpl.  dote--r-; l D  - ________ j_~_  .  ]  DKJ  E  ~- F  ~~-I  IRL_I_L__]_NL  [j•  li:~ Remarks  ~ 
:~~ ::;~., rob ......  ..:::  ~-- ~-J I I  J If I :  -11:1 
Gradual  in.,lementat ion  from  end 
1987;  Member  States  to  report  to 
thC!  Conmission 
DIR  87/372  25!12/88  IR  I 
Pan  European  mobile  telephones 
---- ----- ----- ·----
REC  87/598 
European  code  of  conduct  relating  to  electronic  payment 
--· 
DEC  88/524  26/07/88 
Development  of  information services market 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
- Capital  movements  -
I 
-
IR  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  i 
! 
' 
i 
TTil 
Implementation not  required.  This 
measure  is addressed  to 
enterprises. 
rn 
implcmC!ntation  not  required 
I  Measure  lmpl.  date  I  B  I  0  I  OK  I  E  I  F  I  EL  1-; "IIRL I  L  I  N~Pl  uifiemarks  I 
DIR  88/361 
Liberalisation of  capital  movements 
REMOVAL  OF  TECHNICAL  BARRIERS 
Industrial  cooperation 
Company  law 
, /07  ;90 
----------
I  I  I 
---· 
0  I  0 
--. 
I  ~'~'00 
I -__!___  --·-----
E,  EL,  IRL,  P  :  derogation for 
certain transactions until  31.12.92 
I  Measure  lmpl.~~~sr~--r-D-K IE  I  F  I  El  II  IIRLIL  sp  I  UK  I  Remarks  I Page  21 
r~~-;~~-::-e--------------·-
[ _____  ,_.  __  lmpl.  date I  B  I  oj_~_K IE  IF  I  EL  II] lRLI  L  ~~  I  UK  I  Remarks  I 
I  ~  ~G  2137/8:;,  1/07!89  I  I  I  Nl  I  Nl  Nl  I  Nl  I  I  I 
,-·--··--·  1  1 r  1 J  1  111  1  1 1  1  ' '""'Po•o  'oooM>o '"""" """"'"'  .  I_  >  - _I  .  . .  -
C 
REMOVA!.  Of  TECHNICAl  BARRIERS 
- Industrial  cooperation  -
-tellectual and  industrial  property 
Fsure  - - ------ ~~  dm I  B  I  D  I  OK I  E  I  F  I  EL I  I  I IRlll  I  Nl  I  P  I  UK I  Remarks  I 
I  OlR  87/54  7/11/87  1  1  I  1  I  IR  I TII'T 
1 egat  ~rotection of  micro circuits 
-~-----~---------~---·  --·-
~  REMOVAL  ~f  /~~;~l- BARRIERS 
l _____  ____, 
r~~~re  lmpl.  date I  B  I  D  I  OK  I  E  I  F  I  EL  II  I  miL  I  Nl I  p  I  UK I  Remarks  I 
I'D l R  85/ 
I 17th  VA 
I 
L~--
362  1/01/86 
T Directive 
I  I  I 
'---- --
IR  I  I  l  '  I  I  I  I  I 
' 
_I 
13th  V:\T  OlfCCt\VC  ' 
DlR  86/560  .  1~0~/BB  -,-; -,-; .,.  -~--,,  ,.  ,,  --,- ;-~ ·w- .--..  .  -, 
1-r
1  1 
r·:;:':,  .. ",..  """ll ,  I  ,  I,  I, I  ,  ILl ,  I  ,  I, I  ,  I  I Page  22 
~~ 
lrnpl.  date  I B  I n  ~---~~l.l~l~,-__:.__ 
REMOVAL  ~  OK  I  E  I  I  I  .  '  "  """ """"' ------·  I  -~---. ' "  I  '  '"'  ~~ 
""'  '"''" - .  .J  . '  .  .":.1'  I"' 1·-···---------~~-'  I 
I Measure  ------~~-~--~~-t~-l~  [  o  j  OK  I~-~ F  j E~-~1  j1RL[-~-T~~ ,-P-,  ~~--~  ~~~ks  I 
DEC  88/245 
Rum  in  french  OOMs  &  mctropol i tan  Fo·ancc 
L______  --------~--·  --'----•--··  ll]_ 
impl~ntation not  required auR.T OF  JUSTICE  .Jl..IXMFNfS mi' YEf a:MPLIID WJ1H  BY  1HE  MlMBER.  STATES 
PRO:El..JRES  l.IDFR WA.Y  UNDER  ARTia.E  171  OF  1HE  'IREA1Y 
Situation at  25  Septcnber  1990 
I 
ANNFX  II 
!  MlMY:R  SI'ATE  I  l..IDAL  FASIS  I  SUBJOCI'  CF  INFRIIDIMfNT 
I  I  I  I 
I  BELGIQUE  I  Dir.  82/891;  78/855  I  Divisions  and mergers  of  public  limited liability  I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  Case  90/399  I  ccmpanies  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  EEC  Treaty, Art.  7,  48,  128  I  Discrurunation  in public  financing;  non-university 
I  Regulation 1612/68  I  higher  education 
I  Case  87/042  I 
Di r.  82/714 
Case  86/307 
Technical  requir~nts for  inland ~terway vessels 
Transport  agents 
I  I 
1 
I 
Di r.  82/470 
Case  86/283 DBJrSCHI.AND 
Dir.  82/121 
Di r.  80/390 
Di r.  791279 
Di r.  85/390 
Di r.  76/403 
I Case  851230 
I  I 
I  I 
Securities 
Particulars  for  adarission  to  stock exchange  listing 
ElUitination of  polychlorobiphenyls  and 
polychloroterphenyls 
I  EEC  Treaty, Ait.  30  I Difficulties  in  hnporting  pat6 
I Case  87/274  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  Di r.  69/169  I  Butter  ships 
I Case  82/325  I  - f i seal  aspect 
I  I 
I  I 
I  EEC  Treaty,  Ait.  30  I  Bottling of  "p6tillant de  raisin" 
I Case  85/179  I 
I  I  I  I EliAS  EEC  Treaty, Ait.  52,  59 
Case  87/38 
Art.  52 
Acte  of Accession  of Greece 
Case  84/194 
Regulation  805/68 
Case  85/124 
EEC  Treaty, Art.  7,  48,  52,  59 
Case  87/305 
Nationality requirement  to  set  up  as  architect, 
engineer,  surveyor  or  lawyer 
Refusal  to  authorize  transfer  of  funds  to  blocked 
accounts  of  residents  of M~ber States 
I  Import  of  certain cuts  of meat 
I 
I 
I 
I  Legislation on  frontier  areas 
I 
I 
I 
EEC  Treaty,  Art.  30  I  Rules  requiring  beer  to  be  nmlt-based 
Case  84/176  1 
I  I  1  I I 
ITALIA  I  Dir.  77/388  I  Flat-rate  reimbursement  to  fann.ers 
I  Case  3/86 
I 
I 
I  Dir.  79/109  I  Brucellosis 
I  Case  86/116 
I 
I 
I  Dir.  82/243  I  Non-ionic  surfactants 
I  Dir.  82/242  I  Anionic  surfactants 
I  case  86/309 
I 
I 
l  I  Regulation 1035/72;  2638/69;  I  Quality standards  for  fruits  and  vegetables 
!  I  2150/80 
I  I  Case  85/68 
l  1--------------------------------L-------------------------------------------------·  I  I 
I  EEC  Treaty, Ast.  95  I  Differential  taxation of  sparkling vnnes 
I  Case  85/228 
I  I  I  I Di r.  83/643 
EEC  Treaty,  Ait.  9  and  12 
Case  90/100 
EEC  Treaty, Ait.  52,  59 
Case  85/168 
Dir.  83/181 
Case  86/124 
Dir.  83/181 
Case  86/125 
EEC  Treaty,  AI t.  95 
Case  85/184 
Charges  for  services during  certain opening  hours 
of  cust~ offices 
Nationality requirenent  (guides,  journalists, 
pharmacists) 
Tax  allowances  on  final  hnport  of personal  property 
Ex~tion fran VAT  on  final  bnport  of  certain goods 
Taxation of  bananas 
Dir.  82/347  I  Procedures  for  the  export  of COmmunity  goods  I 
I  I  Dir.  81/177  I  I· 
I  I Case  85/158  I  I 
I  I  !  I 
I  I I 
I 
Dir. 82176 
Case  86/049 
Dir.  470/82 
Case  86/310 
EIC Treaty, Art.  13 
Case  86/104 
Full-thne  and  part-tbne  training of  specialist 
doctors 
Transport  agents 
Requir~nt for  proof  to  be  given preventing 
reUnburs~ent of national  charges  having 
equivalent  effect 
I  I Dir.  660/78  I Annual  accounts  of  companies 
I  I  Case  85/17 
I 
I 
I  I Dir.  386/84  I MOvable  tangible  property 
I  I  Case  87/353 
I  I  I  I Dir.  77/388 
Case  87/122 
Exemption  for  services  of veterinarians  and 
blacksmiths 
I 
I 
I 
I  I 
EEC  Treaty, Ait.  95 
Dir.  77/388 
Case  86/257 
hnport  of medical  smnples 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  I 
I  I  I 
I Dir.  77/796  I  Recognition of  fonnal  qualifications  of  goods  haulage  I 
I case  88/071  I  operation and  road  passenger  transport  operation  I 
I  I 
I  I  I 
I Dir.  74/562  I Adallssion  to  the  occupation of  road  passenger  I 
I  I  transport  operator  I 
I Dir.  561/74  I Arlntission  to  the  occupation  I 
I  Case  85/160  I  I 
I  I 
I  I  I 
I Axt.  95  I  Excise duty on  rum  I 
I Case  87/323  I  I 
I  I  I 
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ANNEX  II I 
Breakdown of situation by Member State 
OK 
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0 Breakdown of situation by Member State 
Measures  Derogation  Measures not  Not applicable 
notified  notified 
8  72  0  32  5 
D  84  0  20  5 
DK  89  0  15  5 
E  75  5  27  2 
F  77  0  28  4. 
EL  54  7  44  4 
I  43  0  62  4 
IRL  70  2  31  6 
L  67  0  35  7 
NL  71  0  33  5 
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Mli~EX  IV 
PROGRESP. o;:  :;1 1?LEi'v-ifNTING MF.:ll.SURES TAf\EN BY THE  Mr:~,~l8  ~;-;:-.  STArr:.· i 
i:·om september 19a9 until september 1990 
september 1989  december 1989  march 1990  june 1990  septemb8r 1990 
1i implemented  0  not yet implemented  1&3  derogations 